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PREFACE.

"The Art of Bowing" is a series of Variations based upon an old Gavotte by Corelli; the Gavotte was a stately dance similar to the Bourrée.

The dance begins on the heavy, or accented part of the second half of the measure. It is of French origin, the Gavots, or Gapmen of the town of Gap, in the Haute Alpes, having originated it.

The music was suited to the theatre rather than to the social dance. While joyous, the Gavotte is dignified.

Bach, Ries, Corelli, Popper and others have furnished types of the form. Bach usually added a Musette, or bagpipe tune, in which the fundamental bass did not change. Students should study the entire work, as outlined in the Carl Fischer Edition.

The suggestions and annotations found on succeeding pages are derived from study with representative artists of the Belgian and German Schools.

EDITH L. WINN.

(See VIOLIN TALKS, chapter on Tartini, by Edith L. Winn.)

Explanation of the signs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>Down-bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Up-bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>With entire bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>With half the bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp.</td>
<td>At the point of the bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr.</td>
<td>At the nut of the bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>In the middle of the bow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🍂</td>
<td>The bow on the string.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martelé</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sautillé</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🍂</td>
<td>Raise the bow for an attack.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The very moderate Tempo remains practically the same throughout the work.

The several little modifications in the expressive Variations are indicated by the words tranquillo, tranquillamente.
The Art of Bowing.

Violin.

(L'art de l'archet.)

GIUSEPPE TARTINI.
(Ferdinand David.)

THEME. The theme should be played largely with whole bows and detached strokes; accent the trilled notes.

Andante.

VAR. 1. Var. I & II require strong accents; trill twice on the trilled notes; all trills must be clean cut. Use whole bows; close passage in a dignified manner. At (§) raise the bow slightly; make contrasts between staccato and legato passages.

VAR. 2.
VAR. 3.

VAR. 4. Middle bow; third group flying staccato, lower half, technic clean; first group of last measure spiccato.

VAR. 5. Graceful, clean, legato; make contrasts definite, trills clear. End phrases broadly.

Andante.

Basso continuo:
VAR. 6. Slight pause between staccato and legato passages; groups well-defined; trills clean. Technic must be mastered.

VAR. 7. Rather broad bowing, staccato. Cross strings by quick wrist transfer.

VAR. 8. To be played with great taste; lightly with somewhat marked accentuation; the bow not to be raised from the strings; notes detached; phrases close with slight ritard.
VAR. 9. Legato; graceful and full of repose; tempo even; syncopation not too marked.
H.B.

VAR. 10. Groups daintily separated, not cut; bow slightly raised at (†).

Andante.

Basso continuo.
VAR. 11. Fingers must seek positions quickly and remain in place. Middle, bounding bow.

VAR. 12. Skipping bows at (X); contrasts in legato and staccato well-defined; count four twice.
VAR. 13. Down strokes detached at point of bow; wrist supple; movement not too rapid.

VAR. 14. Very legato and dignified, the fourth finger should anticipate its position in double stops; fingers fall into place at once; in extensions do not slide into place; themal beauty brought out by accentuation and varied bowing.

Andante.

Basso continuo.
VAR. 15. Divide groups gracefully; bow not raised but skipped along the strings.

VAR. 16. Count four twice; legato and staccato contrasted.
VAR. 17. Repeat stroke by taking bow off the strings slightly, but do not begin again at heel and point; dwell on the accented note slightly.

VAR. 18. Pause slightly at points marked (\textdagger).
VAR. 19. Lower half of bow; flying staccato as indicated at heel on up stroke; the legato and staccato well contrasted.

VAR. 20. Upper half of bow, trills accented; down stroke quickly made but not jerked; trills even.

VAR. 21. Not too much accented; smoothly played.
VAR. 22. Slightly detach groups of 32nd notes at heel; double stops legato, play very legato when at heel.

VAR. 23. Compare with Leonard Edition; tempo slower; make trill definite, whole bow.

*dolce e tranquillo.*

W.B.

Andante.

Basso continuo.
VAR. 24. Note difficulty of second theme; very legato; count time steadily; only two trills on trilled notes; give notes before rests only proper value.

VAR. 25. Make definite accents; legato and staccato well contrasted; study minute points of phrasing.

VAR. 26. Bow skips at \( \times \); accent sharply; bow control absolutely necessary; upper half of bow; staccato and legato notes contrasted; do not raise bow from strings; study phrasing.
VAR. 27. Broad tone; whole bow; notes at heel cut, yet firm; not too rapid; brilliant movement yet stately; theme prominent; do not scrape the strings sharply at the heel; accent well.

VAR. 28. Upper half of bow; technic clean; tempo absolute; slight ritard on first two notes of each phrase.
VAR. 29. Very staccato toward point of bow; note freedom of bow arm; do not thrust the right elbow out; transfer with wrist. Keep fingers down.

VAR. 30. A skipping stroke lightly played; accented; slightly detached at points marked; staccato and legato contrasted; whole bow.

VAR. 31. Sharp accents; raise bow at( ); keep tempo even; smoothly; count eight until perfectly sure of tempo with accompaniment; note crescendo and diminuendo.
VAR. 32. Keep bow well over two strings; skipping bow but not raised from strings; change smoothly from position to position; fingers fall together into place.

VAR. 33. Chopping stroke at heel as indicated; flying staccato in lower half of bow; trills accented and clear; staccato and legato definite; first trilled group whole bow, down bow.

Andante.

Basso continuo.
VAR. 34. First two notes of each movement slightly slower than rest of movement. Keep arm fairly high for the bounding bow; let fingers anticipate bow; technic perfect before bow control is possible.

VAR. 35. At point, each note sharply cut; technic clean; grace notes with care and precision; fingers anticipate bow strokes.
VAR. 36. Phrases cut, long bows; sharp contrasts between legato and staccato passages; note tone shading; phrases close with dignity; in double stops fingers fall together upon strings.

VAR. 37. Lower half; strike string slightly on up stroke; raise bow at (X); chords firm.

Andante.

Basso continuo.
VAR. 38. Raise bow at (.), legato and staccato contrasted; study types of bowing and make them definite; after raising bow, begin next passage smoothly; whole movement dignified; count eight.

VAR. 39. Legato at point; contrasts marked; wrist flexible; cross strings by undulating movement of the wrist; dwell on first note of each group.
VAR. 40. Whole bow; put fingers on strings simultaneously in double stops; stacc. and legato sharply defined.

VAR. 41. At the nut; accent trills; two trills on trilled note; second group of notes flying staccato at heel; legato and staccato very well defined.

Andante.

Basso continuo.
VAR. 42. Detached groups not to interfere with definite legato; note tone color; cut notes in last group; double stops clean cut; place fingers quickly.

VAR. 43. Raise bow on up stroke; change positions smoothly; use lower half of bow.
VAR. 44. Upper half of bow; very smoothly; groups detached slightly; phrasing musical; contrasts between staccato and legato marked, tone singing. Dwell on first note of each group; tempo slow.

VAR. 45. First group bounding; second group of three notes flying staccato at heel, accent groups.

Andante.

Basso continuo.
VAR. 46. First two notes near point; second group whole bow, 16th notes at heel, staccato; raise bow; do not force tone. Note marked (9) whole bow swiftly, manage bow with care.

VAR. 47. Definite accents; double stops accurate; legato good; trill clear; more even tone than Var. 46 demands.

VAR. 48. Theme prominent, trills even, accent without disturbing legato; not too rapidly; keep bow close upon the strings.
AR. 49. Near middle of bow, staccato to be avoided, play smoothly; dwell on first note of each group but accent strongly twice in a measure; make groups even; wrist supple.

AR. 50. Staccato; not springing; accent strongly; chords definite; technic clean cut, do not play chords like arpeggios; above all master the exercise technically; do not scoop in extensions.

Andante.

Basso continuo.
MODERN VIOLIN METHODS

DI JANNI
INTRODUCTORY METHOD
FOR THE VIOLIN

Based on the established principles of violin playing, as handed down to us by the classic masters, this little method provides a simple, carefully graded and prepared exercising material which cannot fail but achieve the most satisfactory results. It is all designed for very young students and introduces the preliminary essentials of violin playing — different note values, various bowings and string tennis, and the fourth finger — in such a way that they develop naturally. The learner cannot help but advance rapidly.

PRICE 1.00 NET

WINN
JUVENILE VIOLIN METHOD

Instructional violin publications for very young children are exceedingly scarce, and this Juvenile Violin Method, specially designed for children from five to about eight years of age, should become very popular. It sets forth the most important principles of bowing, rhythm and fingering in a very simple manner, in order that the child may progress slowly but surely. One of the main ideas involved in the child should master one principle before going to the next, making this method, as a whole, a practical stepping stone to more pretentious works. Contains special exercising material for each string and well-graded studies for string transfers, which make this Juvenile Violin Method well worth while for daily practice, even after the teacher has passed on to another book.

PRICE 75 CENTS

MUNICIPAL
LOOSE LEAF
VIOLIN METHOD

BY
FREDERICK W. ORTMANN

The Municipal Loose Leaf Violin Method is the most complete series of loose leaf violin lessons ever published. Each book contains 50 printed pages and contains 100 exercises, which, when repeated, give in one year a complete course of violin study. The student is given freedom of choice in selection of pieces to study, their difficulty being indicated by symbols. Each book is 4x6 inches, 5 cents net.

PRICE 25 CENTS

MOLLENHAUER
VIOLIN SCHOOL

PUBLISHED IN TWO PARTS

This method is specially designed to supply a careful, thorough and practical course of training for young players. It acquaints the pupil basingly with the preliminary needs of violin playing, and teaches him the easiest scales and keys of the first position through means of the very simplest exercises. It contains a special system for employing the four fingers upon each string, and prevents the diatonic major and minor scales as far as four sharps and four flats. In addition to specially designed exercising material for gaining familiarity with the fundamental intervals and fingering of the first position, it contains a set of twelve preliminary exercises intended to impart the first ideas of musical form and a thoroughly practical knowledge of the different kinds of notes, rests and the simplest styles of bowing.

PRICE 50 CENTS
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